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Abstract—There are two types of generalized particle models
(GPM) that can be used to allocate network bandwidth efﬁciently.
One is the “original” generalized particle models (OGPM) [1]
with which the allocation is not changed until the price reaches
equilibrium. The other one is the economic generalized particle
model (EGPM) [2], where the allocation is changed dynamically
even when the allocation is being calculated. EGPM therefore
suits bandwidth allocation in dynamic environments. The two
models can be classiﬁed as evolutionary intelligent swarm optimization approaches. The EGPM is an important extension and
further development of the OGPM, which comprises two major
components: (1) dynamic allocation of network bandwidth based
on GPM; and (2) dynamic modulation of price and demands
of network bandwidth. The two components combined can be
readily implemented by a distributed algorithm. In this paper, by
simulations, we compare EGPM and OGPM, and then with the
ant colony optimization approach, the utility function algorithm,
and the max-min fairness algorithm.
Index Terms—Intelligent bandwidth allocation, evolutionary
swarm optimization, generalized particle models (GPM), economic generalized particle model (EGPM), distributed and parallel algorithm, dynamical process.

I. R ELATED WORK
In [1], Shuai and Feng proposed the generalized particle
model for solving optimization problems, which we refer to
as the original generalized particle model (OGPM) in this
paper. OGPM is based on hybrid energy functions. It has
overcome some of the main deﬁciencies while retaining the
good features of the Lagrangrian multiplier approach, the maxmin algorithm, and ant colony algorithm. Brieﬂy, OGPM
•
•
•

is easy to realize;
can achieve comparatively higher network resource availability; and
can operate with a decentralized control.

During the last several years, different approaches using
economic models for resource allocation have been proposed
[13–19]. Some of them divide the trafﬁc into multiple priority
classes, but use ﬁxed prices for each service class. By adding
congestion-dependent components into the price yields a dynamic pricing strategy. Such a strategy would take network
activities into account, and can improve network efﬁciency by
offering more competitive prices.
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Wang [3] proposed a strategy where the price depends on
the service class’s average demand. Speciﬁcally, the price is
negotiable through a negotiation protocol. However, the strategy requires resource reservation in the network, which can
raise a few key issues such as inefﬁcient use of the network,
increased network cost, and most importantly impractical use
in real time.
Baglietto et al. gave a pricing model for Best Effort (BE)
service by assigning the same amount of bandwidth to all
classes of trafﬁc [4]. Equivalent bandwidth allocation for each
type of trafﬁc class is not a reasonable strategy though it makes
the approach simple. Pricing based on equivalent bandwidth
is not fair for customers needing different treatments.
The scheme proposed in [5] used price to reﬂect the resource
demand and supply situation. Pricing is worked out under
a well-deﬁned statistical model of source trafﬁc. However,
they do not take into account trafﬁc dynamic changes. This
limitation does not ﬁt well into current designs of networks.
The auction algorithm is an effective model for solving classical assignment problems [6]. Marina Bitsaki et al. pointed
out that an auction can outperform substantially its main
competitors for important types of problems, both in theory
and in practice, and is also naturally well suited for parallel
computation.
In addition, Badia et al. studied the connection between
resource management and economic parameters, whose application in multimedia communication system is a challenging
task [7]. Capone et al. developed an efﬁcient bandwidth
allocation algorithm that takes explicitly into account trafﬁc
statistics to increase the users’ beneﬁt and the network revenue
simultaneously [8]. Uday Savagaonkar et al. considered the
problem of pricing for bandwidth provisioning over a single
link, where users arrive according to a known stochastic trafﬁc
model [9]. The network administrator controls the resource
allocation by setting a price at every epoch, and each user’s
response to the price is governed by a demand function.
Pricing has recently attracted a considerable amount of attention as an effective means to achieve economic efﬁciency in
the Internet. A number of pricing schemes have been proposed,
such as [10,11]. Despite the various strategies presented, the
basic idea is that an appropriate pricing policy will provide
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incentives for users to behave in ways that improve overall
utilization and performance.
A proper price policy can never be overlooked because
it directly inﬂuences user demands and network revenue.
There are numerous papers on pricing for communication
networks using the principles of microeconomics. Kelly et
al., for example, use congestion price for rate control in
wired networks, where elastic trafﬁc users value only the
throughput [12] and can dynamically change their data rates.
Siris applies a similar approach to CDMA networks [13]. Low
has presented a duality model of several TCP/AQM gate protocols [14]. It interprets these protocols as distributed primaldual algorithms carried out over the Internet in real time
to maximize aggregate utility subject to capacity constraints.
However, these approaches suffer from their complexity, and
are difﬁcult to implement.
In [2], we presented an economic generalized particle
model (EGPM) for solving the network bandwidth allocation
problem. EGPM is based on OGPM [1] and the excess demand
function. It has retained the advantages and overcome the
disadvantages of the price-based approaches as mentioned
above, as follows.
• It adds congestion-dependent components to the price.
• It takes network activities and dynamic trafﬁc changes
into account.
• Its price depends on the network resources’ excess demands.
• It does not require resource reservation in the network.
• It uses price to reﬂect the dynamic situation of resource
demands and supply.
• It does not assign the same amount of bandwidth to all
classes of trafﬁc.
• Its complexity is relatively lower.
Similar to the auction algorithm, the basic idea of EGPM is
that an appropriate pricing policy will provide incentives for
users to behave in ways that improve overall utilization and
performance.

demands, etc., the convergence rate of the pricing policy
to the equilibrium prices tend to be slow.
2) Since many parameters in OGPM need to be correctly
chosen, OGPM can suffer from inefﬁciency in resource
utilization. In order to accommodate as many connections as possible in a congested network, the resources
need to be used efﬁciently. OGPM’s complex solutions
(in both pricing and resource allocation) appear to be
impractical although theoretically they can achieve better
resource utilization.
3) With OGPM, once the network trafﬁc changes dynamically, pricing policy is modulated by means of several
iterative steps and only when these steps are over can the
renewed price take effect. Thus, prices modulate slowly
along with the changes of network trafﬁc.
These limitations could seriously prevent the application of
the OGPM approach to some network bandwidth allocation
problems. It is of interest then to search for a solution that
would have the nice theoretical results and yet can result in
efﬁcient utilization of resources in practice. EGPM describes
one such solution.
III. EGPM
EGPM is an extended model based on OGPM, which
emphasizes the use of pricing as the network control mechanism. For the pricing, it applies the tatonnement process
in economics to OGPM. EGPM arises from OGPM but can
overcome some of OGPM’s deﬁciencies for the network
bandwidth allocation problem.
In [2], we have studied particularly the relationship between
price and demands in networks, and presented the detailed
EGPM approach which exploits the price-demands trade-off
in solving the bandwidth allocation problem.
There are some common points between EGPM and OGPM.
1) By the two approaches, resource allocation problems
in networks are transformed into the kinematics and
dynamics of numerous generalized particles in a forceﬁeld.
2) The two approaches regard network links as a kind of
generalized particles located in a resource force-ﬁeld.
3) All the particles evolve simultaneously. And when they
arrive at their equilibrium positions, we obtain a feasible
solution.
4) Each particle is being exerted upon simultaneously by
the force-ﬁeld and by the forces that represent interactions with other same kinds of particles.
5) OGPM and EGPM are evolutionary swarm optimization
approaches. They have evolutionary allocation policies
and pricing policies. Their evolutionary allocation policies are produced by a resource force-ﬁeld.
6) They have the advantages in terms of the higher parallelism, the ease for hardware implementation, etc.
7) This alternative to traditional approaches can deal with
a variety of complicated social interactions and autonomous behaviors occurring in networks.

II. L IMITATIONS OF OGPM
EGPM [2] is a variation of OGPM [1] which uses two
force-ﬁelds: demand force-ﬁeld and resource force-ﬁeld. There
are numerous particles and forces in every force-ﬁeld, with
each particle following its own dynamic equations to represent network entities, and each force following its own
time-varying properties to represent various social interactions
among network entities. A particle in OGPM can move along
a speciﬁc trajectory under the exertion of a composite force.
The OGPM approach features high parallelism, low computation complexities, and easiness for hardware implementation.
However, the OGPM approach when applied to the network
bandwidth allocation problem has these limitations:
1) The demand force-ﬁeld in OGPM is used to produce
pricing policy. Since prices of bandwidth computed in
parallel based on the demand force-ﬁeld are linked to
many factors such as congestion, interaction, resources,
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We summarize the major differences between EGPM and
OGPM as follows.
1) OGPM: The pricing policy and the allocation policy are
produced by two reciprocal duality force-ﬁelds (resource
force-ﬁeld and demand force-ﬁeld), respectively. EGPM:
The resource force-ﬁeld is retained for allocating network resources; but instead of the demand force-ﬁeld,
the economic tatonnement process is used to produce
the pricing policy.
2) OGPM: By deﬁning a Lyapunov function, the convergence of all the particles to their stable equilibrium
points is proved. EGPM: We ﬁrst prove that the iterative
price modulation process proposed in [2] converges to
equilibrium with certain conditions. Then, we prove that
the solution obtained by the EGPM algorithm is globally
Pareto optimal.
3) Since the EGPM algorithm is simpler than OGPM in
terms of the initialization of the initial conditions and
the choice of the main parameters in the algorithm, it is
more practical.
4) EGPM is more effective in resource utilization than
OGPM, because it introduces the economic tatonnement
process in OGPM; what is more, the convergence rate
using the EGPM is faster.
5) By EGPM, since only the value of the excess demand
function is used in updating the prices, the process has
minimal informational requirements, and as such, price
modulation works faster than OGPM in response to
dynamic network trafﬁc changes.
OGPM and EGPM are evolutionary swarm optimization
approaches. However, they have different evolutionary pricing policies, which is a major difference between the two
approaches.
The evolutionary pricing policy of OGPM is derived from
the partial differential equation taken by the hybrid energy
function for the price variable. With OGPM, the price increment of the iterative price modulation process is
(j)

(j)

Δpik (t) ≈ dpik (t)/dt = −

(j)

dΓik (t)
(j)

dpik (t)

The evolutionary pricing policy of EGPM is derived from
the excess demand function. EGPM’s price increment is

calculation achieves the equilibrium in the OGPM algorithm,
the allocation stays unchanged between A(t) and B(t) in the
ﬁgure. It needs time T to reach equilibrium and the allocation
is based on the old environment, at A(t − T ).

(a) OGPM

(b) EGPM

Fig. 1 The excess demand generated by the difference
between the allocation and the environment

EGPM allows links to trade resources to settle excess
demand at every iteration. In Fig. 1(b), the two curved
lines represent the change of the demand and the allocated
bandwidth, respectively. For both cases, the shadowed regions
represent the “excess demand function” (i.e., over- or underallocation). The shaded regions of both OGPM and EGPM
shrink when the interval of environmental changes becomes
longer. When that interval is small the excess demand function
of EGPM is small, in which case EGPM is preferable. On the
other hand, when the interval of environmental change is large
the excess demand function of OGPM is small and OGPM is
preferable, because the time to reach the equilibrium by oneby-one exchange (i.e., renewed allocation at every iteration
step) is larger than that by OGPM.
Next, we compare the satisfaction ratio which is deﬁned
nj

(j)
ak (t) ) / d(j) (t). There is a direct relationship
as (
k=1

between the satisfaction ratio and the loss of the the excess
demand function is large and the allocation is not preferable,
and if the ratio is large, the loss is small and the allocation
is well done. The ratio becomes 1 if and when the allocation
matches exactly the demand.

(j)

Δpk (t) = zj (t) · θ
The iterative price modulation process is
p(t + 1) = p(t) + Δp(t)
IV. C OMPARISON OF OGPM AND EGPM
In Fig. 1, we show an example of the difference between
demand and allocation in a dynamic environment. In Fig. 1(a),
the curved line corresponds to the demand and the rectangles
the supply (allocated bandwidth) over a period of time. Let
T denote the time to calculate the equilibrium allocation in
each iteration. Because the allocation does not change until the

Fig. 2 The satisfaction ratio of demand in static environment

In a static environment where the demands of the paths do
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not change, the satisfaction ratio changes in a fashion which
is as illustrated in Fig. 2. At regions A(0), A(T ), and A (T )
in the ﬁgure, OGPM cannot improve the quality of allocation
because the calculation has not ﬁnished. On the other hand,
EGPM gives renewed allocations in these regions, which is
desirable. In regions A (T ), B(T ), and B  (T + t), OGPM
reaches equilibrium and the allocation by OGPM is better than
that by EGPM. In reality, for a static environment, when T
is small, OGPM is preferable, and when T is large, EGPM is
preferable.
In a dynamic environment, the changes of the satisfaction
ratio are illustrated in Fig. 3 by an example. In Fig. 3(a), because the environment changes soon after the OGPM reaches
equilibrium or before the OGPM reaches equilibrium, the
allocation by OGPM is effective only for short bursts of time.
On the other hand, in Fig. 3(b), the allocation by EGPM adapts
better to the changing environment. That is, most of the time,
EGPM is more effective in allocating bandwidth than OGPM
in dynamic evironments.

capacity limits are hit. The rates for the sources that use these
links are not increased any more, and we continue increasing
the rates for other sources. All the sources that are stopped
have a bottleneck link. This is because they use a saturated
link, and all other sources using the saturated link are stopped
at the same time, or were stopped before, thus having a smaller
or equal rate. The algorithm continues until it is not possible
to increase.
The Lagrangrian multiplier algorithm requires solving some
constrained optimization problem. We use some functions such
as linear programming function ”lp()” of MATLAB to get the
experiment results. In the experiments, the utility function and
constraint conditions are deﬁned according to [15, page 12–
14].

(a) Static environment

(b) Dynamic environment

Fig. 4 The satisfaction ratio of different approaches

(a) OGPM

(b) EGPM

Fig. 3 The satisfaction ratio of demand in dynamic environment

V. C OMPARISON THE TWO MODELS WITH OTHER
APPROACHES

In order to compare the effectiveness of the algorithms
OGPM and EGPM on a broader scale, we add to the comparison the Lagrangrian multiplier approach, the max-min
algorithm, and ant colony algorithm. Their relative differences
are summarized in Table 1.
For comparing their effectiveness in allocation and how
well they satisfy the demands, we conduct two experiments
for a static and a dynamic environment respectively. For
both environments, there are 20 links and 20 paths in the
network. We run OGPM, EGPM, Lagrangrian multiplier, Ant
colony and Max-min algorithms ﬁve times with different
parameter settings. The source code of Ant colony optimization is from URL: http://www.geocities.com/saurabhsamdani
/sourcecodes.html.
The max-min theorem is particularly useful in deriving
a practical method for obtaining a max-min fair allocation,
called ”progressive ﬁlling” [25, page 11]. The idea is as
follows. We start with all rates being equal to 0 and grow
all rates together at the same pace, until one or several link

The results of the ﬁrst experiment for the static case are
shown in Fig. 4 (a). With OGPM, the satisfaction ratio of
demand rises abruptly and intermittently. It is because the
shown satisfaction ratio is the average of the results in many
experiments. In fact, for a single instance of allocation, the
satisfaction ratio would become 1 at the end of the OGPM
calculation.
In Fig. 4 (a), the satisfaction ratio of demand improves
gradually for EGPM, even at early stages of the calculation;
this is because of the one-by-one exchange feature of EGPM.
When there are many links and resource is much more than
the demand of paths, the satisfaction ratio of demand is about
95% (as shown in Fig. 4 (a)). When there are only a few links
and resource is less than the demand of paths, the satisfaction
ratio of demand also improved remarkably at early stage of
calculation, but the elapsed time is relatively long.
In the early stage (iterations) of the experiment using
OGPM, the calculation did not converge and some initial
allocated bandwidth (i.e., (a)) was used as allocation. The
satisfaction ratio of demand did not improve considerably
because the allocation was not changed. Only a little increase
of the ratio happened because the allocation is computed by
the price at that time. On the other hand, when equilibrium
allocation was obtained, the allocation agreed with the demand
and the satisfaction ratio of demand became 1. The time to
calculate the allocation was about 70 in the case that the
resource of links is much more than the demand of paths.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 (a), the satisfaction ratio of demands
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Table 1
Flow control
Adaptive to
topology changes
Routing overhead
Building routing
preference
Information
exchange

EGPM vs. OGPM and other well-known algorithms

EGPM
Decentralized/
adaptive
Fast

OGPM
Decentralized/
adaptive
Middle

Lagrangrian multiplier
Centralized/
static
Slow

Ant colony
Decentralized/
adaptive
Middle

Max-min
Centralized/
static
Fast

Low
By Excess
demand function
Can by
piggybacked
in data packets

Low
By Hybrid
energy functions
Can by
piggybacked
in data packets

High
By Utility
function
Separate
routing entries
transmission

Low
By Pheromone
laid
Can by
piggybacked
in data packets

Low
By Transmission
time/delay
Separate
routing entries
transmission

of the Lagrangrian multiplier approach is from about 0.3 to
about 0.7, and the increase is monotonous but steady. The
results are consistent with [16]. We also obtained results for the
max-min approach for the satisfaction ratio, which are shown
as the dotted line in Fig. 4. The ratio ﬂuctuates between 0.4
and 0.6. The satisfaction ratio of the demand of the ant colony
approach is around 0.6.
Next, we show the results of the second experiment. We
set the interval of change to 50 time units. We arrange the
resources of the links to be almost equal to the path demands.
As an environmental change, we adopt the change of the
satisfaction ratio of demand. We show only the satisfaction
ratio of one path and the results shown below in Fig. 4 (b) are
those of that chosen path.
When changes happen every 50 time units, the allocation by
OGPM cannot completely measure up the paths’ preference
because OGPM needs about 70 time units to reach equilibrium. On the other hand, with one-to-one exchange based on
EGPM, although the satisfaction ratio drops at the change of
environment, the ratio increases monotonously until the next
environmental change.
For a fast changing environment, the Lagrangrian multiplier
approach appears to have problem keeping up, as can be seen
in Fig. 4 (b). The ant colony and the max-min approach are
more adaptive to environmental changes, and their satisfaction
ratio did not deteriorate as remarkably in the same dynamic
environment.
We conclude that, from the results of the two experiments
(Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b)), EGPM is superior to the other
three bandwidth allocation approaches in static and dynamic
environments; and EGPM is superior to the OGPM approach
in dynamic environments.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we compare EGPM with OGPM in static and
dynamic environments, and compare them also with the ant
colony optimization approach, the utility function algorithm
and the max-min fairness algorithm.
EGPM is an important extension and further development
of OGPM. In a static environment, if the time to calculate
the equilibrium allocation in each iteration is small, OGPM is
preferable, and if the time is large, EGPM is preferable.
In addition, EGPM has better adaptive ability in a real-time
dynamic network environment than OGPM.
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